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PREAMBLE
Adorno's writing always maintained a sen

sitivity to language and communicative form
that few sociologists today are prepared to ap
preciate. For Adorno, the essay was more than
a means to communicate. It was a form that
admitted the vitality of dialectical thought and
reason. In keeping with that theoretical con
cern, this paper is written in the true essay for
mat. Moreover, the bibliography contains
sources of inspiration and reaction, and not re
ferences.

CRITICAL THEORY
The early 1970's represented an important

historical period in the relationship between
American social science and that vast body of
scholarship known as "critical theory." The
previous academic attitude towards critical
theory was characterized by an ambiguous
hostile-indifference. Frequently rejected as a
dogmatic (neo) Marxist philosophy of scant
"scientific value", or condemned as an ideol
ogy of popular student movements, critical
theory was seldom accorded the status of a
worthy academic subject. When the perspec
tive was considered, it was often misun
derstood or shrouded in a damaging ignor
ance. Remarkably, this attitude prevailed des
pite the obvious and mounting inadequacies
and failures of the more conventional positivis
tic approaches in the social sciences. Critical
theory did not gain in legitimacy as orthodox
social science experienced its own crisis in
legitimacy. As a regrettable consequence,
moreover, few scholars undertook systemati
cally to comprehend what a critical program
might entail. There was little interest in con
ducting indepth inquiries into the works of the
intellectual figures frequently associated with
the critical perspective.

Beginning in the seventies, however, critical
theory started to emerge as an intellectual
orientation capable of commanding the atten
tion of scholars. It was no longer possible to
dismiss the entire critical program simply by
claiming it to be non-scientific or to malign its
potential value on the basis of its alleged sym
pathies with "anti-establishment" cultural and
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political movements. Critical theory was rais
ing fundamental theoretical questions as to the
viability of conventional social science at a
time when orthodox social science was
struggling to maintain its own credibility.

A small group of critical theorists including
Fromm, Lowenthal, and Marcuse had already
achieved some visibility in American academic
circles. There also existed a few select trans
lated essays, reviews, and monographs by
other critical theorists. These scholars, and the
few existing written materials, were serving to
provoke dialogue on the merits of the critical
perspective. During this time significant quan
tities of critical works were translated and
began to appear. The 1972 publication of Max
Horkheimers' important programatic essay
"Tradition and Critical Theory" is a significant
case in point. For with this and other eassays,
critical theory begain to assume a more cohe
rent nature in the minds of American scholars.
A year later, Martin Jay (1973) published his
much acclaimed text, The Dialecticallmagina
tion, which was to furnish both American and
European readers with an historical
framework from which to comprehend and as
sess critical theory. This point represented a
watershed movement, for from then on trans
lations of Adorno, Benjamin, Habermas, Hor
kheimer, Neumann, Pollack and many others
in the critical tradition began to appear. They
were increasingly employed as source mate
rials for intellectual discussions on contempo
rary culture and the social sciences. As these
works gainedvisibility, if notcredibility, interest
was generated in comprehending the whole of
the critical tradition including its philosophical
and metatheoretical foLindations. American
scholars were thus led to (re)examine Freud,
Hegel, Kant, and Nietzsche as well as Brecht,
Lukacs, and Korsch. By the mid-seventies,
critical theory was enjoying articulation in most
of the social science disciplines. Its advocates,
programs, theoretical concerns, philosophical
foundations, and steering concepts were ap
proaching legitimacy in American social sci
ence.

Today, critical theory has not achieved any
thing like paradigmatic status in American so-
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cial science, and is unlikely that it ever will. As
Held (1980:14) writes: "Critic~1 theory ... does
not form a unity; it does not mean the same
thing to all adherents." Yet, despite the diver
sity within the critical tradition, ithaSl11anaged
to become an active and vital orientation within
the social sciences. It isimportanUo o~rve"
however, that ,. considerable selecti~>~

been exercised regarding the critical~t~~11

appropriated into social science di~.
The writing of Habermas, HOrkheimer;fI"f~0

cuse, and Fromm have been wide1yempI0Y~;
but this is decidedly not the case Wit .
Benjamin, and Brecht. In addition to se .
consideration of the critical theoristStf'hjm·
selves, there appears to operateananal~s
screening process when it comes to aSll:1gle
theorist.

ADORNO'S AESTHETIC THEORY'
Adorno's sociology of artistic (cultural) pro"

duction and aesthetic theory is one oftl1&rtlQ$t
original and impOrtant theoreticalcontrit>l!~~$
of the critical traditon. Regrettably,itls'~ts0

one of those contributions negleeledbYArMri"
can social scientists. Despite the recentf)Utlf.i"
cation of two. excellent volumesonA~1'TlO
(Buck-Morse 19n; Rose 1978), his aest'~tIC

theory, a central component of .hiS P"OfI~~'

remains largely ignored. As always, th~~~
many .available explanations forthis"~ver~
sight.' But the most plausible reasoo(s)"f(jra
theory's neglect is going to be grot.Jnoed in the
theory itself.

"It wasn't that Adorno favored trans!ormirg
phitopsophy from a scientific inquiryintO~l1al't

form. Rather, he rejected the dichotomyib&
tWeen·science and art, which he COn~id~~
not necessary, but the product ofapal'tjdU~
historical era." (Buck-Morse, 1977~1~).

The aesthetic ·experience is,perh~~'ftrst

and foremost, knOWledge. As knowledge;if,&
both fundamental and, in a primarysen~,~

critical mediating force. Historically,thi~?~·

proach to knowledge has been SUbJectf()'ltle
prejudicktl devaluation by scholars •d~tlng
back to the ,17th century scientific revol,utiOn
and the Englightenment. When not deneg
rated as a mystical non-scientific and irrational
subjectivism, it has been naively celebrated as
an ultimate form of truth (Buck-Morse, 1977).
In its objective form, replete with bloat$(j~th

claims, it promised much but was impotent ro
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deliver. In its prejudged subjectivist form, it
was hail~ as. promising nothing and more
than capable of mystifying the world instead of
rendering itcornprehensible.

ToVieYJthe aesthetic experience as either
unbridled subjectivism or an ultimate form of
truth is to misunderstand both its nature and
potential. Moreover, it is to accept implicitly as
viable the subject-object dichotomy upon
WhiCh positivism and romanticism alike share
acomrnon philosophical ground. If there is a
crisis ih Western thought, and there is much to
suggest that there is, then perhaps it is attribut
able rothis commonly shared bifurcation be
tweeh SUbject and object, and its numerous
manifestations such as rationality and irration
ality; scientific and magic; system and class;
individual and society; philosophy and criti
cism.

The aesthetic experience, when freed of the
debilitating influences of subjectivism andob
jectiVism, emerges as a vit~1 model of knowl
edge while encompassing both subjective and
objective aspects. The experience displays
these as a unity unencumbered by the domi·
nation of either. Moreover, the aesthetic ex"
perie,nce unites both understanding and inter
pretation While simultaneously representing
Ule'wol'ld. Within itS confines, creativity, the ac
tiVltyothuman production, merges with·criti
cisril,the activityof actively grasping theworld.
Rlme,r than reducing the world to apriori
~oriesof cognition and foisting upon real·
itY<a~retlgured order, purpose, and character,
th8'!e~thetic experience is intimately predi
ca~,/u;pon that which it endeavors to render
meaningfUl. Shunning the temptation to make
the,.~pproach the object of truth and thereby
di$~ard even passing reference to the world,
th8~tt1E1tic experience engages both world
a~~:~jng .in an intentional act of critical,pro
dyett0n,·The aesthetic experiencei~,~y<>tld
all >8Ise, an edifying actMty.>Itp~s
thr~U~hinvolvement. It instructsthro~Ii'cl'iti

cism." And it does this without exempting itself
from either creativity or critique.

There are however, important issues in
need of resolve prior to the aesthetic eXp$ri'
ence being accepted as a tenablesourCEt~n~

of knowledge. For example, aesthetiGS fs
grounded in the "art object." And it has been
s~~ested by more reflective scholars,thata.
seriOus question can be raised as to whether
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art exists or can exist in the modern world.
Should it be in the case that art cannot exist in
the modern world, then most assuredly we
cannot speak of an art object. Without an art
object or the potential for one to exist, then
perhaps the positivist's objections to the
aesthetic experience must be entertained.
Yet, if art can exist then the employment of the
aesthetic experience as a model of knowledge
remains an alternative open to exploration.

To avoid over-simplification, the issue of
arts' existence must be approached histori
cally. It must be presupposed that the exis
tence of an art object entails a relationship with
a particular society. This relationship is not
self-evident or transparent. Moreover, the
stance, the object, and society are not without
a dynamic interplay. That is, the object is not
simply an inflexible reflection of society, nor is
society a reflection of the object. The stance is
transformed when the conditions of its exis
tence are changed. This leads to the observa
tion that art must function differently as its con
text of existance changes since its stance and
the conditions of thaLstanpe change. The
question of meaning is not raised here.

It is from the vantage of stance that the
question of art's existence in them()dern world
can now be addressed. The autonomy of art, is
ultimately a matter. of both its function and
meaning. To the extent that artistic creation is
merged with ritual and ceremony,.and thereby
made indistinguishable from a use content, it
can be said to lack autonomy. Under these
conditions, art exists only as an instrument for
expressing culture and is thereby firmly wed to
a principle of use. Art achieves at least a po
tential for autonomy only under those socio
historical conditions where upon the art-object
is freed from an exclusive use.context and, in
conjunction with use, develops a value dimen
sion. This value,must notbe overdetermined
by use if the object is to remain autonomous
and/or an object it itself.

The conditions for autonomous art are best
met under a capitalist. m()de of production.
With capitalism, the art object is transformed
into a commodity .and thus develops a con
crete exchange value. The art object can now
truly stand as object. Moreover, capitalism, un
like previous modes of social organization,
universalizes culture thereby imbuing the art
object with a potential for knowledge generat-
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ion beyond that of other objects under condi
tions where use determines function and
meaning.

Here again, however, it would be unwise to
suggest that art is singularly circumscribed by
the social context of its origin. Art objects are
not to be thought of as distorted in the sense
that they merely reflect dominant economic
and/or political forms. Perhaps this becomes
clearer if the discussion is framed in a distinc
tion between ''forces of production" and "rela
tions of production."

FORCES OF PRODUCTION
As regards the art object, the forces of pro

duction are the sum ofthe composition activity.
These forces include the skill of the artistic
community, the technical and ''technological''
underpinnings of the artistic activity, and the
totality of other inputs, regardless of purpose,
that go into the creation of the object. The rela
tions of production refer to the life-style and
patterns of consumption and consciousness
which form the receptive aSPect of the object.
Under capitalism, art· is managed by certain
forces of production which give rise to certain
relations of production that are based upon the
exchange character of the art object. Simply
stated, a sociological dynamic is generated
between 1) the organization of composition
and 2) the concomitant organization of recep
tion (consumption).

While capitalism provides art with certain fa
vorable conditions, it also places restraints
upon art that tend to be counter-productive to
arts' newly discovered potential. Recall here
that art, freed from the artificiality of an exclu
sive use function, is capable ofboth presenting
and representing the social context. of its ori
gins. This dynamic of function and significance
is the fundamental knowledge component of
art. Historically, this haS been a component
characterized more by its potential that its ob
jective expression. yet, capitalism assaults, in
a most direct manner, the very potential it im
bues in art by positing compostion, the critical
creative component, against the culture indus
try which is an authoritarian mode ofexchange
between composition and consumption. Art
under these circumstances becomes entang
led in an abstract process prefigured by the
force of its production. Moreover, these ''forces
are themselves grounded in a newly acquired
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abstract commondity character which, per def
inition, negates critical potential vis a vis a
hyperbolic celebration of presentation form. A
preoccupation with production exists. From
function as art, to art as potenti8~ tcrart as
function, this is the history of the aesthetic ex
perience.

Under the influence of modern capitali.~t~l

ture art is horizontalized and made indiStin
guishable from real life. It is SUbju~~.e(.fto
identity thinking. There emerges a.P"!ierof
assertion which renders even the pr~ten~pf

art's creative-critical function u .r;
and, improbably. The movie, film, ....•......J(t
musical score succumb. Each outvv8t'dl¥~~

comes a feature of commodity produ¢tion~ No
apology is proffered. What isgai~lSjthe
standardization of form and function:>ffere,
then, each culture consumer is anbu.g~~~n
teed the ability to appropriate eachaf1jstic
product. Art is naturalized. It becOl'll~$ the
equivalent of everyday life and knO\Nable
through everyday language. The"oblig$~iQi1s

of the natural idiom" are swiftly fUI!i1t~.>~ffi

ciency is the order of the day. WhatIS. ·jO$t
through the mass media is only theal't>Of!f1e
consumers' power of imagination, cr~~tivity,

and critique. The consumer must alSf>$~i;,ra
loss of spontaniety, through spontanfety·I~lf

is saved through its ascription to the~t>j~f\Ye

nature of the products themselves. This i.sthe
irony of the modern aesthetic experi~~.

There is no.longer a need to speak~f~~

thentic art opposing·pseudo-art. It is non-sen'"
sical to differentiate high from low culture. The
counter and contra cultures can test,~Xln
the company of the dominant culture whiett it
once ostensibly opposed. Art is art. ThePrinic
pie Of "unity" is pervasive. It isheg~ic,:.·~ro~
ductive rUles, structural obligations and forms
predetermine formats. Each instance6t$rtls
tic production is assured to be received as art;
Whatremains is for connoisseurs and ctitfC&to
hazzard evaluations. "Does the ptqdiJot
please?"; "Does the art-object articulateeoh'"
temporary standards?"; "Does thefin.Clnce
company's jingle blend at the appropriatel'llO
mentswith Beethoven's Fifth Symphony?"

Style is not an issue. The cultlire indUstry
exists as the negation of style. To raisestyliS(ic
considerations is to disregard the faots. Art is
life and cannot be reduced. Art is pure and
should not be corrupted. This is what the cul-
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ture industry proclaims as truth. Thus, to raise
the issue of style is to do more than challenge
the culture· industry; it is to raise challenges to
the integrity of life as we know it.
TheOb~otion is occasionally voiced that

within the modern aesthetic experience there
are, •however infrequent, true instances of
creClt~Vi~. Yet these moments of "realisticsdis
side.nce", .• which seem to imply radical breaks
Ylithth~normative order, generally receive
rapi~r-~nciliation with the prevailing forms of
prO<iUotioti. Permitting analogy, monopoly
markets find few threats in innovation when it
isei:l$fly assimilated or viewed as anat>el'r8
tior of diminutive significance to theind~stry

as a Yihole. Innovation which istOlerated~
notembrace a powerful critical capability.llis
with this understanding that it can be said that
triJeinriOvation in the culture industry is· best
characterized by its complete lack of eXis
tence.

Critical thinking is a burden. It is a labor re
quiring considerable effort. Art in the capitalist
m~e. ~~ould, therefore, be praisedasa relief
from. aburden. Art today is fraught with pleas
ureprecisely because it exempts consumers
from thought.

There is no need to expect that the consum
ersof~rtistic production will be enticed by in
d~~ctent thought. This will not be their pre
dile¢tior. Moreover, to anticipate that they .will
is to mystify what has become of the aesthetic
eXPerience. Through the culture industry,
rea¢tions of consumers can be known in ad
v~l'!ce.They are predictable. This is far from
rEf1'n~tk~ble, however, since their reactions
<itt8$ift. reactions) are in fact prescribed. 1'hls is
theplayfOl outcome of the capitalist SC; .
Ttle.YihOle. is meaningless. EaCh
thea~istic-object is vivified by its pre r r.
me~ning is elicited by signs. Signsa~C:)O()n"

joln~toform sequences. seql.lenCEJ~~r~a.r
bitrary. Meaning for the consumeristhere~y

assWed throughout; it cannot be lost ormisap..
prehended since it does not exist.

It woUld be inappropriate to presuppose a
statElofcomplete and total passivityonthe~rt
of consumers. There is demand aSy"Ellt~
supply. Both are essential considerations·'(Jf
thecl.Jlture industry. Both are carefully calcu
lated. The consumer has his tastes. The pro
ducer his standardized product. Taken to
gether, the consumer is ''free'' to feast atthe
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trough of standardized products. This, then, is
the supply and demand of contemporary soci
ety.

CONCLUSION
All systems have open points. All points rep

resent contradictions to systems predicated
upon closure. If the aesthetic experience has
been standardized through repetition and
abstraction, and if it has been drafted in the
service of identity thinking, it also expresses
oppositions to these positions. The same
mechanization which ruthlessly advocates
and imposes psudo-individuation in the
aesthetic experience also suggests its own ne
gation. If an art-object can function to per
petuate an abstract commodity exchange sys
tem, it can function against such a system. Art
can confront or comfort. The. viability of the
aesthetic experience as a·model of knowledge
is possible only if these contradictions and po
tentials are made explicit. The focus must be
upon the relationship bli'tween the subject and
the social-object which structures it.

To judge art and theaesthli'tic experience on
the basis of the d~ree to Which it assumes a
critical posture is to necessarily sli'parate po
tential from production. It islo reverse the em
phasis away from prOduction by taking it up as
a primary point of analysis. This. is not to
suggest a return to examination of artists' in
tentionality, the immanent structure of the art
object, nor the art object's social meaning. It is,
however, to approach the. entirety of the
aesthetic experience with the fore-knowledge
of its potential and to eX8l1line that potential
from the historical vantage ofboth function and
significance. Here significance and function
must be viewed as relational properties lo
cated between sUbjecthlity and social objectiv
ity. To grasp this fact is to prli'vent the illusion of
reality and intelligibility .from replacing under
standing, and to negate thetendency to trans
form the aesthetic experience into an enter
tainment value or abstract exchange value.
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